Gait Guidance Control for Damping of Unnatural Motion in a Powered Pediatric Lower-Limb Orthosis.
The nominal gait of each individual is unique and varies with the walking speed of the person. This poses a difficult problem for powered rehabilitative orthoses since control strategies often require a reference trajectory and give little control to the patient. This paper describes a simple control approach which applies torque resistive to joint movement that is unnatural for healthy individuals in the hip and knee joints during the swing phase of gait. The controller uses a configuration-dependent orthonormal basis to represent vectors in terms of components which are tangent and normal to healthy gait patterns for a continuum of gait speeds. The controller damps motion in the normal direction, thereby resisting movement which is unnatural for healthy individuals. With this control law, subjects are not restricted to a particular reference trajectory and have a large degree of volition over spatiotemporal gait parameters (e.g., stride length, swing time, and cadence). Experiments are conducted to check the feasibility of the control law in a provisional powered pediatric lower-limb orthosis. The gait guidance controller is used in conjunction with a human controller representing an individual with gait impairment. The main results compare gait shape quality when the gait guidance controller is enabled versus disabled, and show how the gait guidance controller is able to reshape gait to more closely resemble that of a healthy individual for various cadences.